fourteen essays published elsewhere between 1961 and "975 and six from his literary estate. This collection shows the wide range of Batt's literary interests and his remarkable erudition in German literature. They are organized into four groups. Group I consists of a short sketch of and by the author written in the third person and an essay on his theory of criticism. His orientation is Marxist but relatively free of the cultucal politics of many of his contemporaries. Group II includes eight essays on German authors and/or their works from a long piece on Reinke der Fuchs to a reply to a S. Fischer Verlag "Rundfra.ga" on Thomas Mann. The essays on Lichtenberg and Gotthelf are precise and offer valuable insights into their work. Two essays on Lion Feuchtwanger deal first with Feuchtwanger's theory (and defense) of historical writing and then with an example of it in his historical novel Die Füchse im Weinberg. This group of essays is vounüed out with a convincing argument for "Mundartdichtung in der Na 1 ionalliteratur" and a delightful piece on 'Barlach als Epistologrnph' • The six essays in Group I. deal with Georg Lukacs, Bertolt Brecht, Anna Seghers, exile literature, and Expressionssm. The title for the collection, Widerspruch und Ubereinkunft, is taken from the theme Of one of the major-essays -a discussion about the difference:-of opinion between Lukacs and Seghers on the subject of experience and. form as documented in their correspondence between 193^ and 1939-In these essays, the weakest in the collection, Batt is indifferent to Brecht, enthusiastic about Seghers, and critical of Lukacs. In five of the six essays Lukacs comes under attack mainly for his conservation) and failure to appreciate the importance of social change in imperialism and its effects on the artist. The four essays in Group IV were found in Batt's literary estate. The first is no more than a review of a book by Heinz Plavius about contemporary FRG literature. The remaining three are devoted to the development of GDR literature. Unfortunately, the editors were careless in their treatment of this part of Batt's estate and either failed to notice or ignored the duplication of long sections of text from one essay to another. 'his volume appears in a distinguished series of Amsterdam Studi es on recent German Literature. The articles contained in it are of a uniformly high quality and reflect a serious interest in the once ignored literature of the GDR. The first two articles, by Läbröisse and Hoogoveen, wrestle with the theoretical defintions of GDR literature. Labroisso points to the immediate questions '"or western critics,(i.e. can we in fact actual' unterstand GDR literature riven our own conceptions of literature?), while Hbogever cannot seem to reach a clear-position, indeed, aside from the very detailed and useful survey of works dealing with all aspects of GDR literature for the past twenty years which makes up the first third of this lengthy cone" 1 usxcix or serj e; of conclusions. What seems to be intended is an intricate questioning of how in fact we in the West can understand Gl y \t "I ite'Wittir especially With reference to its own conception of itself and despite the mos:-, recent sophisticated theories of reception in the West. I fount) large sections of the article stylistically too difficult to be able to ascertain what ans-< s-rs Hoogeveen might be offering. While I am certain that his article contain:; many important insights into theoretical postions in comprehending the phenomenon of GDR literature, the article is for me otherwise an example of the most mannered German academic style which seems intent on making more difficult that, which is already difficult enough. In so brief a space I can only point to the significance of this collection. This represents an attempt at integrating GDR literature but only a specific portion of it --which, however, here stands for the whole -into responsible traditions of German and European literature. This leaves the reader of the volume with the slightly misleading impression that responsible and responsive GDR literature is capable of being understood by Western literary scholarship, a comprehension which is linked to a quality judgement. That judgment implies that good GDR literature, i.e. literature susceptible to those forms of analysis, is comprised largely of literature which sees itself as an alternate mainstream in GDR literature and society, at adds with the Party and the official literary institutions but reflective of the deeper concerns of GDR society as a whole. It will be interesting to see how GDR critics r'view this volume, for it can hardly escape them that it is a refined example of the cultural convergence doctrines which &ffeet other areas of study of the GDR.
It is undoubtedly one of the more interesting collections of articles oa GDR literature to appear both in regards to the individual contributions and to the meaning of the volume itself in the cultural rapprcchement between the FRG and the GDR.
Duncan Smith Brown University
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